Item description : P300DCPL

Press for closing woman
lining-upper+B7+S8+CO
The machine is composed by: -Vacuum bench created to
contain even more the nebulized adhesive, equipped with
a silent and powerful engines, set on wheels for an easy
displacement inside the factory. - Spray gun G6 designed
for both precise and large areas bonding. In particular it is
possible to spray the glue from a minimum of 3 mm up to a
maximum of 50 mm. -Stainless steel tank 10 lt. capacity
treated with non-stick Teflon. - Press supplied with base
and a mould for women's shoes and boots. The machine is
provided with a timer and an equipment for eliminating
bending of the upper during the pressing phase.
Combined with spray systems, it becomes a working
station to speed up and optimize the working process while
guaranteeing a perfect bonding quality - even for synthetic
materials - using water based adhesives. Thanks to the
particular mould characteristics with temperatures
adjustable up to 140 degrees, the upper has such an
arrangement which will make easier the next assembling
phase.

The operator, after starting the machine, can place the materials on the working plane so to make maximum use of the intake on
the working plane for both keeping the materials standing and absorbing the nebulized adhesive. All the spray gun functions can
be adjusted: quantity of adhesive, width of jet and quality of distribution even on different thicknesses. The tank is conceived in a
way that allow the use of the adhesive in bag in box avoiding to make dirty the tank and to filter the glue thus preventing the
contact with air which can alter its properties.The operator after bonding the toe-puff on the upper and after applying the
adhesive, puts the upper upside down between the mould and the pad. Pushing the pedal, the upper mould will lower till
reaching the lower mould and after it will block. Immediately after it is necessary to push the side buttons with two hands,
without releasing the pedal, so that the mould will be totally closed for a pre-defined time. In this way the stretching phase will be
over and the upper will be released and ready for the assembling.

Specific:
Capacity m3 / h : 2400

Volt : 230 V ac

Prevalence : 270

Hertz : 50

Watt : 900

Bar exercise : 4

Decibel (dB) : 72/67

Ampere : 4

Air lt / min :

Effective width cm : 110

Usable depth cm : 67

Average consumption :

Gross Weight kg :

Tare Kg :

Length mt :

Height mt :

Net Weight kg :

Net Weight kg : ...

mt Width :

Volume m3 :
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